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INTRODUCTION
The cosmetics and fragrances industries
are increasing the amount of natural raw
materials in their products. Thus, plant
authenticity control is more and more
important for industrial users and for customers. As a matter of fact, the high cost
of such natural materials could lead to
adulterations. Today, this control is mainly
provided by physiochemical analyses [1].
Although these analyses make it possible
to know the composition of certain chemical molecules, they cannot always give the
botanical or the geographical origin of the
plants used. Moreover, some plants do not
possess precise enough chemical signatures to be detected, for example, plants
that do not have aromatic molecules that
are detectable by gas chromatography.
Every plant has a unique genetic signature,
and the current molecular biology techniques could be very efficient in completing
the physiochemical results [2]. Until now,
we worked with substrates containing a
large quantity of non-degraded DNA and
needed to have an a priori idea of which
plants we were looking for [3, 4]. For such
analysis, both nuclear and chloroplastic or
mitochondrial DNA are used.
In the case of nuclear DNA, mostly ITS
(Internal Transcribed Spacers) DNA fragments are used. These DNA fragments or
markers have been used to identify plant
species [5, 6]. However, they are too long
(several hundred base pairs) to be used

in the case of degraded DNA like that in
processed products.
Mitochondrial and chloroplastic DNA are
interesting because they have a higher
number of copies per cell. However, mitochondrial DNA varies too little to be able
to discriminate and have good taxonomic
resolution. It does not differentiate plants
at the species level [7,8]. For this reason,
chloroplastic DNA is preferred. Several
markers of this organelle have been widely
used, such as ndhF [9], rbcL [10] or trnK
[11]. In 2005, Shaw and coworkers [12] established a list of 21 potential noncoding
chloroplast regions. Kress and coworkers
in 2005 [13] proposed use of the trnHpsbA intergenic region to obtain a resolution at the species level. However, the amplicon (DNA sequence amplified by PCR),
with an average length of 465 base pairs,
is still too long to allow access to degraded
DNA. Overall, this subject is the center of
several research projects [4, 14, 15].
The use of the trnL intron has found various applications in ecology [16-26].
Next-generation sequencing techniques
(NGS, high-throughput or massive sequencing) have recently made possible
to work on very short DNA sequences.
The DNA barcoding then becomes metabarcoding thanks to the power of these
analyses that can now take into account
the environment of the analyzed sample.
For instance, metabarcoding was tested
for honey composition analysis [27].
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In this article we want to summarize the
technological benefit of this approach. Using vegetable oils as examples, we show
how powerful these tools are in identifying and certifying the plant composition
of processed products.

EXPERIMENTAL
Samples: Oils
In collaboration with Ales Groupe, we
gathered two types of oils to test the ef-
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industries. DNA metabarcoding is
a powerful tool to retrieve plant
species contained in a product using the fact that every plant has
a unique genetic signature. DNA
metabarcoding combines this approach with next-generation sequencing technology. Using this
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reliability. In this article we show
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The DNA sequences are assigned
to the plant species from which
the oil is made.
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small because the industrial process degrades this DNA. The DNA of contaminant
pollens introduced after the process will
be not degraded and thus be present in
great quantities.
By comparing the genetic sequences with
databases, we can assign a plant family,
a genus or a species to a given sequence.
The level of precision depends on the size
of the databases.
This DNA analysis provides elements of
traceability with respect to the plant DNA
found. It reflects the life of raw materials
and provides information on the impact
of the process undergone by the plants
of interest.
Figure 1 Schematic representation of the major protocol steps to identify the plant species in products.
The DNA barcoding and metabarcoding process illustrated is copyrighted by DNA Gensee.

ficiency of the metabarcoding technology to obtain their plant composition.
These were poppy vegetable oil, which
is a 100 % organic oil obtained from the
first cold pressing of the seeds, and bitter
orange essential oil, which is obtained by
cold pressing the zests of bitter orange.
DNA metabarcoding
As shown in Figure 1, several steps are
necessary to access the DNA sequences
coming from products. Extraction and PCR
(polymerase chain reaction) amplification
of DNA were carried out using universal
primers and a well-defined protocol. The
DNA concentration could be measured
spectroscopically (SimpliNano 4285 V2.0.0,
GE Health care) prior to sequencing.
DNA metabarcoding was then performed
using a next-generation sequencing technique with a HiSeq Sequencing instrument
(HiSeq, Illumina Inc.). Finally, a bioinfor-

matics analysis was performed to identify
species by comparing the sequences with
the GenBank® database [28]. The results
consisted of the DNA sequences found
and their relative amount. These allowed
calculation of the percentages of genetic
sequences the plant species found and
construction of abundance diagrams.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of next-generation sequencing (NGS) constitute the various genetic
sequences found in the analyzed sample
and their relative abundance.
These DNA sequences could come from
plants from which the product was made
and/or from plant tissues introduced during processes, transfers or samplings.
It is necessary to note that the quantity of
DNA of the plant of interest is generally

Figure 2 Results of the next-generation sequencing (NGS) study on an essential oil. (a) Picture
of the plant species Citrus aurantium; (b) electrophoresis gel of the DNA after the extraction and
amplification steps; the arrow shows the amplified DNA ; (c) relative abundance diagram obtained
after NGS analysis and comparison with the Genbank® database.
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Essential oil of bitter orange
This essential oil is generally obtained by
a long maceration process and filtration
steps. This process disrupts the DNA content of the product. The sample of bitter orange essential oil used in this study
was made by cold pressing of the zests
of Citrus aurantium (Figure 2a). Extraction and amplification were successful (Figure 2b). As Figure 2c shows,
65.17 % of the genetic sequences were
assigned to the Rutaceae family (the family of Citrus aurantium) and 34.83 % to the
Apioideae subfamily. Although assignation gives only the plant family, traceability elements were also obtained showing
that the plant of interest is recovered in
the product. Using and analyzing a tissue
of Citrus aurantium to obtain the genetic
signature as a reference will refine the result of this study.
Vegetable oil – poppy oil
This vegetable oil was obtained from the
first cold pressing of the seeds, resulting
in a light oil in which the DNA is generally well preserved. The poppy oil was
extracted from Papaver somniferum
(Figure 3a). Extraction and amplification of DNA showed a good amount and
good quality of DNA (Figure 3b), making
it possible to perform a new-generation
sequence (NGS) analysis. As can be seen
in Figure 3c, 98.46 % of the genetic
sequences were assigned to Papaver
somniferum. A small amount of non significant DNA sequences in the oil was
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Figure 3 Results of the next-generation sequencing (NGS) study on a vegetable oil. (a) Picture of
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the plant species Papaver somniferum; (b) electrophoresis gel of the DNA after the extraction and
amplification steps, the arrow shows the amplified DNA; (c) relative abundance diagram obtained
after NGS analysis and comparison with the Genbank® database.

assigned to other species and probably
comes from contamination.

CONCLUSION
Barcoding and metabarcoding technologies are evolving quickly these days, as
can be seen from the numerous scientific
articles on this subject [2, 6,16, 27, 29]. In
this study, we show the power of newgeneration sequencing to retrieve plant
DNA from processed products. Depending
on the size of the databases and quality of
the extracted DNA, the assignation brings
relevant information concerning the plant
species. Highly processed products are
more difficult to work with but we were
able to show that the product came from
the good family or genus of the plant or
plant species. If we have the genetic signature of the plant of interest, it is possible
to compare it with the genetic sequences
found in the product and then prove without doubt the traceability.
So far the plant databases are incomplete;
many species have not been sequenced
and referenced. Our aim is to enrich sequence databases and also develop new
genetics tools for more precise assignation
(up to species or even subspecies). Metabar-coding represents a considerable breakthrough in the analytics world. Moreover,
it could be apply to very different domains,
such as cosmetics, fragrances, nutrition,
nutraceuticals and health, and for different types of complex substrates, including
oils, creams, extracts and shampoos.
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